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Abstract. Face recognition encounters the problem that multiple samples of the 
same object may be very different owing to the deformation of appearances. To 
synthesizing reasonable virtual samples is a good way to solve it. In this paper, 
we introduce the idea of image-block-stretching to generate virtual images for 
deformable faces. It allows the neighbored image blocks to be stretching 
randomly to reflect possible variations of the appearance of faces. We 
demonstrate that virtual images obtained using image-block-stretching and 
original images are complementary in representing faces. Extensive 
classification experiments on face databases show that the proposed virtual 
image scheme is very competent and can be combined with a number of 
classifiers, such as the sparse representation classification, to achieve surprising 
accuracy improvement. 
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1   Introduction 
As one of the most active branches of biometrics, face recognition is attracting more 
and more attention [1, 2]. However, it is still faced with a number of challenges, such 
as varying illumination, facial expression and poses [3-6]. These appearance 
deformations lead to the fact that the same position of different images of the same 
object may have varying pixel intensities. It thereby increases the difficulty to 
recognize the object accurately [7]. Since more training samples are able to reveal 
more possible variation of the deformations, they are consequently beneficial for 
correct face classification. However, in real-world applications, there are usually only 
a limited number of available training samples, due to limited storage space or 
capturing training samples in a short time. In fact, non-sufficient training samples 
have become one bottleneck of face recognition [8, 9]. 
   On feasible way is to construct virtual samples to obtain better face recognition 
result. The literatures have proposed several schemes to synthesize new samples. 
From the viewpoint of applications, they can be categorized into two kinds, i.e. 2D 
virtual face images and 3D ones. As for 2D virtual face images, Tang et. al. [10] used 
prototype faces and an optic flow and expression ratio image based method to 
generate virtual facial expression. Thian et. al. [11] used simple geometric 
transformations to generate virtual samples. Ryu et. al. [12] exploited the distribution 
of the given training set to generate virtual samples. Beymer et. al. [13] and Vetter et. 
al. [14] synthesized new face samples with virtual views. Jung et. al. [15] exploited 
the noise to synthesize new face samples. Sharma et. al. [16] synthesize multiple 
virtual views of a person under different poses and illumination from a single face 
image and exploited extended training samples to classify the face. In order to 
overcome the small sample size problem of face recognition, Liu et. al. [17] 
represented each single image as a subspace spanned by its synthesized (shifted) 
samples. Xu et. al. [18-20] proposed a series of virtual sample construction methods 
based on symmetry, mirror samples and average samples. These virtual samples are 
easy to obtain, and the relative algorithms do yield attractive accuracy improvement 
in face recognition. On the other hand, 3D face synthesis also plays an important role 
in computer vision and virtual reality [21]. These studies offer good solutions to 
produce more available samples by exploiting the characteristics of face images. 
In this paper, we propose to exploit the image-block-stretching method to 
generate new training samples and be combined with a sparse representation based 
method to perform face recognition. The new training samples indeed reflect some 
possible appearance of the face. The sparse representation based method 
simultaneously uses the original and new training samples to perform a face 
classification. This method also takes advantages of the score level fusion, which has 
proven to be very competent and is usually better than the decision level and feature 
level fusion. 
Classification is a basic task in the fields of pattern recognition and computer 
vision. Various classification algorithms have been proposed with different 
viewpoints. For face recognition, sparse representation classification (SRC) algorithm 
is one of the best algorithms and has obtained very good performance [22]. However, 
Zhang et al. pointed out that it was collaborative representation (CR) rather than l1
 
norm sparsity that contributes to the final classification accuracy [23]. Based on the 
non-sparse l2
 
norm, Collaborate representation classification (CRC) [23] could lead to 
similar recognition but a significantly highly computational speed. It is noted that all 
the feature elements both in SRC and CRC share the same coding vector over their 
associated sub-dictionaries. This requirement ignores the fact that the feature elements 
in a pattern not only share similarities but also have differences. Therefore, Yang et 
al. presented a relaxed collaborative representation (RCR) [24] model to effectively 
exploit the similarity and distinctiveness of features. Liner Regression Classification 
(LRC) [25] can be referred as l2
 
norm based on the linear regression model. 
Representation algorithms with the l2 minimization have analytic solutions whereas 
conventional SRC algorithms should use iterative procedures to determine the 
solutions. Moreover, the formers always have lower computational costs than the 
conventional SRC algorithm [26]. 
With this paper, we present a novel scheme to generate virtual images for 
deformable faces. Our scheme first divides an original image into non-overlapping 
blocks. Then for two neighbored blocks in a row, we stretch them randomly. After all 
blocks are dealt with, we treat the new image as a virtual sample. The rationale of 
image-block-stretching in our scheme is based on the following fact. The deformation 
of the appearance of faces makes pixel intensities within the same block changeable. 
For example, different facial expressions of a person will lead to varying image block 
sat the same position of different face images. A slight smile will cause the pixel shift 
of some blocks in comparison with the original image. The experiments show that the 
proposed virtual images provide important information of deformable faces and can 
win very satisfactory accuracy for face recognition. This paper has the following 
contributes. 1) It proposes a kind of competent virtual images for deformable faces, 
which is very beneficial to reduce the data uncertainty. 2) The proposed scheme is 
simple, easy to understand and implement. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 first presents the 
proposed novel scheme to generate virtual images and interprets the reasonability, 
then describes the algorithm to integrate original images and virtual images. Section 3 
performs experiments and Section 4 concludes the paper. 
2   The proposed scheme and algorithm 
2.1   Scheme to produce virtual samples using image-block-stretching  
Suppose the size of each original training sample is ba × . The proposed scheme to 
produce virtual samples includes the following steps.  
1. Each original training sample is divided into non-overlapping image blocks, each 
block having the size of a′  by b′  pixels.  
2. For all blocks within each training sample, an array ],[ jit is generated, 
where mi L,3,2,1= , nj L,3,2,1= . Here, ]/[ aam ′= and ]/[ bbn ′= . 
3. For each row of the array t , from the left to the right, the two neighbored blocks, 
denoted as ],[ jit and ]1,[ +jit , are stretched randomly. Suppose the 
stretching scale is s . Then the two stretching results is )( sba +′×′ , 
)-( sba ′×′ or )-( sba ′×′ , )( sba +′×′ . Note that the interpolation method 
is the nearest neighbor algorithm. 
4. When all the blocks are dealt with, we get a virtual sample. Every virtual image is 
converted into a vector. 
   Fig.1 shows some examples of original images and the corresponding virtual 
images. We see that the virtual image is still a natural image. Because it is a 
modification of the corresponding original image, it has obvious deviation from the 
original image and represents some possible variations of the object. As a result, 
the simultaneous use of the original images and virtual images allows more 
information of the object to be provided, and better recognition accuracy can be 
achieved. An intuitive explanation of the benefit of more available training samples 
is as follows. Because the object is deformable and the number of samples in the 
form of images is always smaller than the dimension of samples, the difference 
between images of the same object is usually great. Consequently, the test sample 
may be very different from the limited training samples of the same object. 
However, when virtual images are also used as training samples, the possibility 
that the training sample with the minimum distance to the test sample is from the 
same object as the test sample will be increased. As we know, if the training 
sample with the minimum distance to the test sample is from the same object as the 
test sample, we can obtain the correct recognition result of the test sample via the 
nearest neighbor classifier. Thus, more accurate recognition of objects can be 
obtained under the condition that the original images and virtual images are 
simultaneously used as training samples and the nearest neighbor classifier is 
exploited. We also say that the simultaneous use of the original images and virtual 
images enables the data uncertainty to be reduced. 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Examples of original images (the top row) and the corresponding virtual images (the 
bottom row). 
2.2   Algorithm to integrate original images and virtual images 
First of all, it should be pointed out that our algorithm exploits three kinds of 
virtual training samples. The first kind of virtual training samples is the mirror face 
image presented in [19].The second kind of virtual training samples is obtained by 
applying our image-block-stretching scheme to the original face image. The third kind 
of virtual training samples is obtained by applying our image-block-stretching scheme 
to the mirror face image.  
For a test sample, an arbitrary representation based classification algorithm is 
respectively applied to the original training samples and virtual training samples. 
Suppose that there are C classes. Let Cdd ,1L， denote the class residuals of the 
test sample with respect to the original training samples of the first to the C -th 
classes. Let Cee ,1L， denote the class residuals of the test sample with respect to the 
first kind of virtual training samples of the first to the C -th classes. Let 
Cff ,1L， and Cgg ,1L， denote the class residuals of the test sample with respect 
to the second and third kinds of virtual training samples. 
The class residuals of the test sample are integrated using 
.,,1,4321 Cjgtftetdtq jjjjj L=+++=                     (1) 
Let jj
qr minarg= . We assign the test sample to the r -th class.  
As for the weight, we use an automatic procedure to determine it. The automatic 
procedure is as follows. Let Cdd ,1L， stand for the sorted results of Cdd ,1L， and 
suppose that Cdd ≤≤L1 . Accordingly, Cee ,1L， , Cff ,1L， , and Cgg ,1L，  
have the similar meanings. We define 1210 ddt −= and 1220 eet −= . 
30t and 40t are defined as 1230 fft −= and 1240 ggt −= . We respectively define 
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We would like to point out that a similar weight setting algorithm was proposed in 
[27], which is the first completely adaptive weighted fusion algorithm and obtained an 
almost perfect fusion result. However, the algorithm in [27] can fuse only two kinds 
of scores. 
3   Experimental results 
In experiments, SRC and CRC are respectively used as the classifier. Because our 
scheme stretches the neighbored two blocks of an original image randomly, so we run 
it five times and take the average of the rates of classification errors as the final result. 
In the following tables CRC and SRC denote the algorithms of naïve CRC presented 
in [23] and SRC presented in [22], respectively. In the context “Our method 
integrated with CRC” is used to present the result of applying our method to improve 
CRC. “Our method integrated with SRC” is used to present the result of applying our 
method to improve SRC. Note that the stretching scale s is 1for all the experiments.  
3.1   Experiment on the FERET database 
We first use a subset of the FERET face dataset to perform an experiment. The subset 
contains 1400 face images from 200 subjects and each subject has seven different face 
images. This subset was composed of images in the original FERET face dataset 
whose names are marked with two-character strings: ‘ba’, ‘bj’, ‘bk’, ‘be’, ‘bf’, ‘bd’, 
and ‘bg’. Every face image was resized to a 40 by 40 image. We respectively select 
the first 2,3and 4 face images of each subject as original training samples and use the 
remaining face images as testing samples. Fig. 2 presents some cropped face images 
from the FERET face database. The size of the image block in our method is set to 
2=a  and 2=b . Table 1 shows the rates of classification errors (%) of different 
methods on the FERET database. We see that our method outperforms naïve CRC 
and SRC.  
 
 
Fig. 2. Some face images from the FERET face database. 
Table 1.Experimental results on the FERET database. 
3.2   Experiment on the GT database 
In the GT face database there are 750 face images from 50 persons and every person 
provided 15 face images. The original images are color images with clutter 
background taken at the resolution of 480640 × pixels and show frontal and tilted 
Number of training samples per 
person 2 3 4 
CRC 41.60 55.63 44.67 
Our method +CRC 39.48 46.58 43.28 
SRC 41.90 49.25 36.67 
Our method +SRC 36.15 37.39 31.83 
faces with different facial expressions, lighting conditions and scales. We used the 
manually cropped and labeled face images to conduct the experiment. Fig. 3 shows 
some of these images. We further resized them to obtain images with the resolution of 
3040 × pixels. They were then converted into gray images. In our experiment the 
first 3-10 face images of every person are used as training samples and the other 
images are employed as test samples. The size of the image block in our method is set 
to 2=a and 3=b . Table 2 shows the rates of classification errors (%) of different 
methods on the GT database. We see that our method also performs better than 
original CRC and SRC. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Some face images from the GT face database. 
Table 2. Experimental results on the GT database. 
Number of 
training 
samples per 
person 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
CRC 54.67 52.91 51.20 44.44 41.50 40.57 39.00 36.00 
Our method 
+CRC 
51.63 48.52 46.38 42.04 36.29 35.83 32.40 29.78 
SRC 55.33 53.82 51.20 44.44 41.75 41.43 37.33 34.40 
Our method 
+SRC 
54.18 52.26 49.37 41.60 38.44 37.62 34.50 33.48 
3.3   Experiments on the ORL database 
The ORL face database includes 400 face images taken from 40 subjects each having 
10 face images. In this database some images were taken at different times and with 
various lightings, facial expressions (open/closed eyes, smiling/not smiling), and 
facial details (glasses/no glasses). All images were taken against a dark homogeneous 
background with the subjects in an upright, frontal position (with tolerance for some 
side movement). We resized every image to form a 56 by 46 image matrix. Fig. 4 
shows some images from this ORL dataset. The first 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 face images of 
each subject were used as training samples and the others were exploited as test 
samples, respectively. The size of the image block in our method is set to 4=a  
and 2=b . Table 3 shows rates of classification errors (%). It again tells us that our 
method is better than naïve CRC and SRC. 
  
Fig.4. Some images from this ORL dataset. 
Table 3. Experimental results on the ORL database. 
Number of training 
samples per person 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
CRC 31.94 16.56 13.93 10.83 11.50 8.13 
Our method + CRC 31.49 16.46 13.40 11.29 11.41 8.81 
SRC 32.78 17.81 16.07 12.50 12.00 10.00 
Our method + SRC 30.18 16.62 15.38 11.27 10.82 9.63 
 
4   Conclusions 
In this paper, the proposed novel scheme not only can efficiently generate natural 
virtual images for deformable faces but also can lead to notable accuracy 
improvement. Moreover, the rationale of the proposed scheme is easy to understand. 
As shown earlier, image-block-stretching of an original image can reflect possible 
change of the appearance of a deformable face, so the obtained virtual image is a 
proper representation of the object. Besides the proposed scheme is applicable for 
faces, it can also provide useful representation for a general object because of the 
following factors. Within a small enough region of a general image, in most cases the 
difference of the values of pixels is usually little. As a result, image-block-stretching 
of a small region of an image will obtain reasonable and new representation of this 
region. It should be pointed out that a non-deformable object also usually has varying 
images owing to changeable illuminations, imaging distances and views. Thus, after 
we use the proposed scheme to produce virtual images for general objects, we can 
also integrate the virtual images and original images to obtain better classification 
performance. 
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